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Big agnes copper spur ul3 2019

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Already one of our bestseeper, abundant, ultralight backpack tents, the Copper Spur HV UL series has only got better. Redesigned with new features inside and out, using own materials that are lighter, stronger, and equipped with hardware that makes setup even easier.
The high volume design offers enough living space in this freestanding structure. Traditional, media, and 3D bin bags help organize your gear without cramping your sleep space or capacity to sit inside. Awning-style vestibules can be adapted to expand living space, large for both drop and sun protection. Your ultimate
UL home away from home. $499.95 100% Guarantee: Our top priority is to provide customer service as stars as the award-winning products we create. If one of our products does not perform to your satisfaction, contact our customer service team and we will help you find gear that suits your needs. x Protect your tent!
The Big Agnes Copper Spur HV UL3 Footprint helps protect the floor of your tent against the shed and tear created by camping in rocky conditions. The Big Agnes footprint also allows you to pitch a lightweight, Fast Fly shelter while leaveing the tent body behind. The Fast Fly configuration requires the footprint, tent
flying, poles and gameplay. If you invest in high-end camping or backpack tent, doesn't it make sense to extend the long-life of your investment? The Copper Spur 3 offers very versatility; it is of course designed to accommodate three people. However, his weight means it is still a reasonable burden if divided between
two. The Big Agnes Copper Spur HV UL3 takes a top spot against other three-person options and even performs well relative to other 2Ps. Performance Comparison Truly a solid tent for two or three people. Comfort this tent has its comfort, pros and cons. We love the two big doors on each side, which makes in to go in
and leave the tent easily. Some of our testers find the double-zip configuration a little inconvenient because it requires two hands and a little more time to open and close, but it is a small inconvenience. On the other hand, the (small) advantage is that if you lie and realize that you need to grab something from the
vestibule, the zippes are already in the right position to just open a little to stick out your arm. The gear storage bags are a big plus. There are two massive bags, one overhead and even larger one at the foot end to store a ton of gear. There are also smaller side pockets that help organize small items that you want to
achieve for easy. At 70 on the head, it's just a nude wider than other 3Ps in this review. With its 43 peak height, it falls into the middle, but it bumps the length to 90 of the 2-person's 88. The tent also comes with poles indoor volume. All good so far. There is just enough room to fit three in this tent, but it can feel pretty
cozy, especially with the carpet at the foot. The downside is the tapestry. It is a much tighter 62 at the foot. For context, a standard sleeping road is 20 wide, so three of them only take about every bit of wall-to-wall space at the foot. This geometry serves to save weight and keep it feeling room, without leaving the more
important head-and-shoulder space. In the two-person version, it is a real asset (reducing overall weight without reducing the feeling of the interior volume). There is ample room for a suit and some boots in each vestibule, but the third person will have to find space elsewhere. However, you see the narrow dimensions
much more with three people, especially if those middle-person sleep head-to-toe (also noteworthy is that the privacy panel tapers and disappears completely on the side moles of the tent at the foot). It's a cozy pass for three people. The storage container at the foot is really massive. It can accommodate the volume of
an entire sleeping bag. There are additional smaller, but still very large bags overhead and on each side of the tent. Ease of setting up the buyer Spur HV UL3 is easy to set up even for one person. It provides a fairly typical structure: two primary poles in the form of an X connected to a metal hub at the apex, with each
side of the poles fitting into a tear-shaped hole on the corner of the tent that ensures it slides out. There is a cross pole that runs the width of the tent to increase lateral space to sit up. It comes with a color-coded fly clip and pole design, so you always know how to orient each of the pieces before they are attached. The
bungee-connected poles are easy to manage and one person can set this tent in a few minutes. Our only consideration of caution is that this tent also comes with generic-looking grey shovel game. They are effective and bend-resistant, but they do not come with any reflective or colorful cord attached, as many other
interests often do, so we recommend attaching some before you head out, so you don't lose any in the duff. One small inconvenience we noticed is the fly clips at every angle that can be 'clogged' if you happen on sandy earth. Weather resistance We like the Buyer Spur HV UL3 for its weather resistance. The game at
the head and foot creates some space between the tent body and the fly so they don't touch the rain. The vestibule is super adaptable. The flying doors can be opened in awnings that are stabilized with a set of draw poles (though, depending on what time of day you roll in the camp, you may or may not find it worth
doing that particular dance). There is also a lot in between which can take the doors, so that you can balance between protection against wind and rain. There is also enough of a bath floor splashing above the waterproof PU-coated ripstop nylon minimal. The tent comes with guyline and tension already installed on the
fly. Although there is nothing exceptional about them about other tent guylines, in practice, having pre-attached is a great advantage because you are much more likely to use it. We pitched ours in heavily confessed areas, but there are a fair number of reports that the Copper Spur does not always have its own in high
winds. Although the fly is admirable waterproof, it also seems more water for a little longer than its ultralight counterparts. The fly converts into a horrible, which can be really nice for ventilation on hot days and for precipitation protection. Durability This tent has decent durability, but at the end of the day, you have to
remember that it uses materials intended to reduce weight. The material is strong for its weight, but of course, is still susceptible to puncture. This tent is made of quality materials, and we have no major durability problems with it during testing. If you want to make it last, though, we would always recommend a relatively
inexpensive piece of plastic contractor tarp, Tyvek wrap, or policro to protect the bottom. The pole structure helps to ensure that the tent is stable and will last in the long run. This metric is where this tent makes its value clear. Its dimensions are intended for three (or two plus a dog), but his sub-four-pound packaged
weight also makes it reasonable for two people to wear. That is, this tent is even more versatile exactly because of its mild weight. If you are on the fence between a two or a three-person shelter, the Copper Spur HV UL3 can do the job either way without adding too much extra weight if it is only two of you. If you
consider champier two-person options and can afford the (substantial) premium, we will recommend this version instead; it is wider and lighter than one of those other options (by a lot). Even the three-person version of this tent is under four pounds! If you are in the fast-flying approach and don't care about out for the
footprint, then you can cut the weight off even more to the right around three pounds. It packs up to 21 x6, which is also smaller than some of our larger 2-person competitors. Split three ways, it averages out to just over a pound and a quarter per person. We think the value depends mainly on whether you are going to
benefit from its versatility. If you are looking mainly for a room two-person option that can also fit a dog to your feet, there are some great tents in this review that won't cost you almost as much. However, if you can see yourself use it equally as either a two- or three-person shelter, then it is a valuable one to possess.
Conclusion This Tent Earns Its Top Award for his large collection of features and its versatility. Its two large side doors make access and exit simple, while its unique pole structure and vertical walls make the most of some otherwise tight-sounding dimensions. It's lighter than some larger two-person tents, so if you have
some backpackers who want to cut off on weight, but not at ease, and you are willing to shell out the extra dollars, this tent is an exceptional choice. Two side doors and lightweight construction make this 3P an alluring draw for those looking to spend a few nights among stars. Stars.
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